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 Work control 

 Loviisa, Finland 
 Mission Date; 5-21 Mar., 2007 

 Computerized aid to shift supervisor to check technical specifications compliance before  
 authorizing work permits. 
  
 The shift supervisor (SS) has the overall responsibility to ensure that the availability of  
 safety system conforms to plant technical specifications at all times. Before authorizing any  
 work permit, the SS must use primary the technical specifications manual and his own  
 knowledge. 
  
 To support the shift supervisor in the technical specifications conformance control, the  
 LOMAX information system has the following convenient features: 
 
 − Component database specifies components related to technical specifications. When a  
  technical specifications related new work request is introduced, it is notified and  
  transferred to the shift supervisor for approval. 
 − LOMAX system also contains information on the redundant, parallel safety systems as well 
   as information about power supplies and other support systems to the technical  
  specifications related component. When the shift supervisor authorizes a work permit  
  related to some safety system, the system will indicate, if there are already current faults or 
   work orders in the other redundancy or parallel component. This feature ("cross fault  
  checking") supports the shift supervisor in identifying these conditions. 
  
 This system provides a helpful support to the shift supervisor and permits to reduce the risk  
 of error or omission when authorizing work permits related to components covered by  
 technical specifications. 



 Clinton, USA 
 Mission Date; 11-28 Aug., 2014 

 Temporary Modification Review and Control 
 
 The station employs a cross-discipline review and ownership process regarding the control 
 of Temporary Modifications (TMs).  The identification and control of TMs is frequently  
 reinforced and reviewed during operator shift turnovers, requalification training and daily  
 management meetings.  This is accomplished through: 
 
 • Monthly audits of the TM log by Engineering and associated walkdowns to confirm proper  
  implementation of current TMs and to verify that no unauthorized TMs are installed. 
 • The TM list and status is on a database, along with supporting analysis, and is included on  
  the operator turnover sheets and discussed as a part of turnover for each SRO, RO and  
  Equipment Operator. 
 • The temporary configuration change programme coordinator presents monthly status  
  updates of installed TMs during the Plan of the Day meeting.  This update includes the  
  number of installed TMs, their installation date and their scheduled removal date – this  
  provides a forum for senior leadership to challenge the removal dates. 
 • Operations Shift Management provides final approval of TMs prior to implementation and  
  this ensures operations involvement in the overall review and authorization process. 
 • Approval of the site Vice President (VP) is necessary if a TM has to be installed for a  
  duration greater than a refueling cycle. 
 
 The above verifies proper control of TMs and the restoration of station equipment to normal  
 design following completion of the TM. 



 Sizewell B, UK 
 Mission Date; 5-22 Oct., 2015 

 Colour coded symbols for identifying electrical panels on switchboards. 
  
 A system for identifying electrical panels on switch boards uses a shape/colour recognition  
 symbol for each circuit. All the related doors and covers for each circuit are given a symbol  
 that is different from neighbouring circuits. There are six shapes that are repeated in order.  
 There are also seven colours that are repeated in order so that the first circuit is a blue  
 square, on the seventh circuit the square is repeated but the colour is black. The next time  
 the square is repeated it is a white square. Using this system the blue square is repeated  
 every forty two circuits. Most switch boards have less than forty-two circuits. On the few  
 occasions where are more than forty-two circuits, they will be so far apart that it should be  
 obvious that they are different circuits. The colour shape recognition symbols use six  
 shapes and seven colours to produce 42 different symbols. 
 

 

Picture of colour coded symbols 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


